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I Look Up To Ruth Bader Ginsburg
If you can see it, you can be it! Introduce your child to your role models with this series of inspirational board books. It's
never too early to introduce your child to the people you admire! This board book distills Michelle Obama's excellent
qualities into deliciously illustrated little baby-sized bites, with text designed to share and read aloud. Each spread
highlights an important trait, and is enhanced by a quote from Michelle herself. Kids will grow up hearing the words of this
influential woman and will learn what YOU value in a person! The I LOOK UP TO . . . series aims to shine a spotlight on
women making a difference in the world today, and to encourage young kids to follow in their footsteps!
Published in the year 2019 as: Who is Ruth Bader Ginsburg?; part of the Who is-- ? series. Republished with change in
title and revisions in December 2020 using the same ISBNs.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “An absolute delight to read . . . How lucky we are that [Ruth Reichl] had the
courage to follow her appetite.”—Newsday At an early age, Ruth Reichl discovered that “food could be a way of making
sense of the world. If you watched people as they ate, you could find out who they were.” Her deliciously crafted memoir
Tender at the Bone is the story of a life defined, determined, and enhanced in equal measure by a passion for food, by
unforgettable people, and by the love of tales well told. Beginning with her mother, the notorious food-poisoner known as
the Queen of Mold, Reichl introduces us to the fascinating characters who shaped her world and tastes, from the
gourmand Monsieur du Croix, who served Reichl her first foie gras, to those at her politically correct table in Berkeley
who championed the organic food revolution in the 1970s. Spiced with Reichl’s infectious humor and sprinkled with her
favorite recipes, Tender at the Bone is a witty and compelling chronicle of a culinary sensualist’s coming-of-age.
BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Ruth Reichl's Delicious! Praise for Tender at the Bone “A poignant, yet
hilarious, collection of stories about people [Reichl] has known and loved, and who, knowingly or unknowingly, steered
her on the path to fulfill her destiny as one of the world’s leading food writers.”—Chicago Sun-Times “While all good food
writers are humorous . . . few are so riotously, effortlessly entertaining as Ruth Reichl.”—The New York Times Book
Review “Reading Ruth Reichl on food is almost as good as eating it. . . . Reichl makes the reader feel present with her,
sharing the experience.”—Washington Post Book World “[In] this lovely memoir . . . we find young Ruth desperately trying
to steer her manic mother's unwary guests toward something edible. It's a job she does now . . . in her columns, and
whose intimate imperatives she illuminates in this graceful book.”—The New Yorker “A savory memoir of [Reichl’s]
apprentice years . . . Reichl describes [her] experiences with infectious humor. . . . The descriptions of each sublime taste
are mouthwateringly precise. . . . A perfectly balanced stew of memories.”—Kirkus Reviews
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If you can see it, you can be it! Introduce your child to powerful feminist role models with this series of inspirational board
books. It's never too early to introduce your child to the people you admire--such as Malala Yousafzai, the activist for
girls' education and Nobel Peace Prize winner! This board book distills Malala's excellent qualities into an eminently
shareable read-aloud text with graphic, eye-catching illustrations. Each spread highlights an important trait, and is
enhanced by a quote from Malala herself. Kids will grow up hearing the words of this inspiring woman and will learn what
YOU value in a person! The I LOOK UP TO... series aims to shed a spotlight on women making a difference in the world
today, and to encourage young kids to follow in their footsteps! Look for other books in the series about Michelle Obama,
Ruth Bader Ginsburg, and Serena Williams!
National Geographic spins off its best-selling Little Kids First Big Book series into engaging new board books to introduce
even the littlest kids to high-quality nonfiction. These sturdy pages showcase animals and how they move, with amazing
photographs, super-simple facts, and lively, age-appropriate language to keep babies and toddlers--and their grownups--fascinated by every colorful page. Stunning photos of wildlife in action introduce babies and toddlers to creatures
that creep, crawl, hop, slither, soar, and more. Watch how fluffy and scaly creatures, both big and small, move from place
to place. Designed to be the stepping stone to the popular Little Kids First Big Book series, these board books take
similar subjects and distill them down to the simplest nonfiction concepts for the youngest audience. Not only will readers
learn how animals move, they can also find recurring shapes and patterns in the art, while adults can keep their eyes
open for occasional funny commentary from the animals. Sidebar text offers additional learning for older siblings or those
ready for more complex information. With their square shape, bright and playful design, awesome photography, clear
text, and cues to encourage interactive learning, the Little Kids First Board Books mirror the beloved First Big Books
while taking a fresh new approach to excite a baby's sense of wonder and make learning about nature and science fun.
• Written by a critically-acclaimed natural-history author • Shares author’s fun journey to understanding clouds • Written
for the curious—but non-science—minded Author Maria Mudd Ruth fell in love with clouds the same way she stumbles into
most passions: madly and unexpectedly. A Sideways Look at Clouds is the story of her quite accidental infatuation with
and education about the clouds above. When she moved to the soggy Northwest a decade ago, Maria assumed that
locals would know everything there was to know about clouds, in the same way they talk about salmon, tides, and the
Seahawks. Yet in her first two years of living in Olympia, Washington, she never heard anyone talk about clouds—only the
rain. Puzzled by this lack of cloud savvy, she decided to create a 10-question online survey and sent it to everyone she
knew. Her sample size of 67 people included men and women, new friends in Olympia, family on the East Coast,
outdoorsy and indoorsy types, professional scientists, and liberal arts majors like herself. The results showed that while
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people knew a little bit about clouds, most were like her—they had a hard time identifying clouds or remembering their
names. As adults, they had lost their curiosity and sense of wonder about clouds and were, essentially, not in the habit of
looking up. A Sideways Look at Clouds acknowledges the challenges of understanding clouds and so uses a very steep
and bumpy learning curve—the author’s—as its plot line. The book is structured around the ten words used in most
definitions of a cloud: “a visible mass of water droplets or ice crystals suspended in the atmosphere above the earth.” A
captivating story teller, Maria blends science, wonder, and humor to take the scenic route through the clouds and
encourages readers to chart their own rambling, idiosyncratic course.
Get to know celebrated Supreme Court justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg—in the first picture book about her life—as she proves
that disagreeing does not make you disagreeable! Supreme Court justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg has spent a lifetime
disagreeing: disagreeing with inequality, arguing against unfair treatment, and standing up for what’s right for people
everywhere. This biographical picture book about the Notorious RBG, tells the justice’s story through the lens of her
many famous dissents, or disagreements.
Deftly written and emotionally powerful, Drowning Ruth is a stunning portrait of the ties that bind sisters together and the
forces that tear them apart, of the dangers of keeping secrets and the explosive repercussions when they are exposed. A
mesmerizing and achingly beautiful debut. Winter, 1919. Amanda Starkey spends her days nursing soldiers wounded in
the Great War. Finding herself suddenly overwhelmed, she flees Milwaukee and retreats to her family's farm on
Nagawaukee Lake, seeking comfort with her younger sister, Mathilda, and three-year-old niece, Ruth. But very soon,
Amanda comes to see that her old home is no refuge--she has carried her troubles with her. On one terrible night almost
a year later, Amanda loses nearly everything that is dearest to her when her sister mysteriously disappears and is later
found drowned beneath the ice that covers the lake. When Mathilda's husband comes home from the war, wounded and
troubled himself, he finds that Amanda has taken charge of Ruth and the farm, assuming her responsibility with a
frightening intensity. Wry and guarded, Amanda tells the story of her family in careful doses, as anxious to hide from
herself as from us the secrets of her own past and of that night. Ruth, haunted by her own memory of that fateful night,
grows up under the watchful eye of her prickly and possessive aunt and gradually becomes aware of the odd events of
her childhood. As she tells her own story with increasing clarity, she reveals the mounting toll that her aunt's secrets
exact from her family and everyone around her, until the heartrending truth is uncovered. Guiding us through the lives of
the Starkey women, Christina Schwarz's first novel shows her compassion and a unique understanding of the American
landscape and the people who live on it.
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and sentence highlighting for an engaging read aloud
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experience! The picture book inspiration for the Academy Award-winning film The Green Book Ruth was so excited to
take a trip in her family's new car! In the early 1950s, few African Americans could afford to buy cars, so this would be an
adventure. But she soon found out that black travelers weren't treated very well in some towns. Many hotels and gas
stations refused service to black people. Daddy was upset about something called Jim Crow laws . . . Finally, a friendly
attendant at a gas station showed Ruth's family The Green Book. It listed all of the places that would welcome black
travelers. With this guidebook—and the kindness of strangers—Ruth could finally make a safe journey from Chicago to her
grandma's house in Alabama. Ruth's story is fiction, but The Green Book and its role in helping a generation of African
American travelers avoid some of the indignities of Jim Crow are historical fact.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Includes an exclusive conversation between Ruth Reichl and Emily Giffin Ruth
Reichl is a born storyteller. Through her restaurant reviews, where she celebrated the pleasures of a well-made meal,
and her bestselling memoirs that address our universal feelings of love and loss, Reichl has achieved a special place in
the hearts of hundreds of thousands of readers. Now, with this magical debut novel, she has created a sumptuous,
wholly realized world that will enchant you. Billie Breslin has traveled far from her home in California to take a job at
Delicious!, New York’s most iconic food magazine. Away from her family, particularly her older sister, Genie, Billie feels
like a fish out of water—until she is welcomed by the magazine’s colorful staff. She is also seduced by the vibrant
downtown food scene, especially by Fontanari’s, the famous Italian food shop where she works on weekends. Then
Delicious! is abruptly shut down, but Billie agrees to stay on in the empty office, maintaining the hotline for reader
complaints in order to pay her bills. To Billie’s surprise, the lonely job becomes the portal to a miraculous discovery. In a
hidden room in the magazine’s library, Billie finds a cache of letters written during World War II by Lulu Swan, a plucky
twelve-year-old, to the legendary chef James Beard. Lulu’s letters provide Billie with a richer understanding of history,
and a feeling of deep connection to the young writer whose courage in the face of hardship inspires Billie to comes to
terms with her fears, her big sister and her ability to open her heart to love. Praise for Delicious! “Compulsively readable .
. . a treat for anyone who loves a warm, character-packed tale—a delectable mix of flavor, fantasy, and emotional comfort
food.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “[Reichl’s] New York is a fairy-tale town where beautiful food abounds. . . . The novel
presents a whole passel of surprises: a puzzle to solve; a secret room; hidden letters; the legacy of James Beard; and a
parallel, equally plucky heroine from the past, who also happens to be a culinary prodigy.”—The New York Times Book
Review “Fascinating characters . . . There’s romance, intrigue, food history, and the fictional appearance of a very real
American culinary icon.”—The Austin Chronicle “Reichl’s vivid descriptions of food will have readers salivating, and an
insider’s look at life at a food magazine is fascinating. Her satisfying coming-of-age novel of love and loss vividly
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demonstrates the power of food to connect people across cultures and generations.”—Library Journal (starred review)
“This savory feast of a first novel blends the rich gifts that readers of Reichl’s memoirs and food writing have come to
expect. To a tantalizing coming-of-age story about a budding chef and journalist she adds a bittersweet tale of separated
sisters.”—More
Introduces gardens and gardening, including how a seed grows into a plant, how fruits and vegetables form, and what
animals and insects also live in a garden.
A mother sea otter gives birth to her pup in the ocean. Then, as she floats on her back on the water’s surface, she lifts
the little pup up from the water so it can feed and sleep while snuggled into her warm, furry chest. So begins the life of
this marine mammal. In Sea Otter Pups, children will read how this little water baby receives its mother’s undivided
attention until it has learned the swimming, diving, and hunting skills it needs to leave mom and go off to begin its adult
life. The colorful interior spreads and gorgeous photos of sea otter pups are sure to delight emergent readers.
Although Meggie Blue seems to be an average sixth-grader she is frightened when residents of her North Carolina town
become fixated on aliens, and soon she and her family are forced to flee, making it clear that all is not as it seems.
A brilliant, unforgettable novel from bestselling author Ruth Ozeki, author of The Book of Form and Emptiness Finalist for
the Booker Prize and the National Book Critics Circle Award “A time being is someone who lives in time, and that means
you, and me, and every one of us who is, or was, or ever will be.” In Tokyo, sixteen-year-old Nao has decided there’s
only one escape from her aching loneliness and her classmates’ bullying. But before she ends it all, Nao first plans to
document the life of her great grandmother, a Buddhist nun who’s lived more than a century. A diary is Nao’s only
solace—and will touch lives in ways she can scarcely imagine. Across the Pacific, we meet Ruth, a novelist living on a
remote island who discovers a collection of artifacts washed ashore in a Hello Kitty lunchbox—possibly debris from the
devastating 2011 tsunami. As the mystery of its contents unfolds, Ruth is pulled into the past, into Nao’s drama and her
unknown fate, and forward into her own future. Full of Ozeki’s signature humor and deeply engaged with the relationship
between writer and reader, past and present, fact and fiction, quantum physics, history, and myth, A Tale for the Time
Being is a brilliantly inventive, beguiling story of our shared humanity and the search for home.
PEN/Hemingway Award Winner: An “enthralling” novel of a woman trapped within a tragically dysfunctional family
(Entertainment Weekly). From the New York Times–bestselling author of The Excellent Lombards and A Map of the
World, this is “an extraordinary story of a family’s disintegration [that] will be compared to Jane Smiley’s A Thousand
Acres” (People). It follows Ruth Grey, a young woman in a tiny Illinois farm town, who has lost her father to World War II,
and constantly faces her unhappy mother’s wrath—when she isn’t being ignored in favor of her math-prodigy brother. As
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Ruth navigates her lonely life, she strives to find happiness and pleasure where she can, but the world may conspire to
defeat her. “A sly and wistful, if harrowing, human comedy . . . [An] original voice in fiction and one well worth listening
to.” —The Boston Sunday Globe “Unforgettably, beat by beat, Hamilton maps the best and worst of the human heart and
all the mysterious, uncharted country in between.” —Kirkus Reviews “Hamilton’s story builds to a shocking crescendo.
Her small-town characters are as appealingly offbeat and brushed with grace as any found in Alice Hoffman’s or Anne
Tyler’s novels.” —Glamour
NATIONAL BESTSELLER "A vivid account of a remarkable life." --The Washington Post In this comprehensive,
revelatory biography--fifteen years of interviews and research in the making--historian Jane Sherron De Hart explores the
central experiences that crucially shaped Ginsburg's passion for justice, her advocacy for gender equality, and her
meticulous jurisprudence. At the heart of her story and abiding beliefs is her Jewish background, specifically the concept
of tikkun olam, the Hebrew injunction to "repair the world," with its profound meaning for a young girl who grew up during
the Holocaust and World War II. Ruth's journey begins with her mother, who died tragically young but whose intellect
inspired her daughter's feminism. It stretches from Ruth's days as a baton twirler at Brooklyn's James Madison High
School to Cornell University to Harvard and Columbia Law Schools; to becoming one of the first female law professors in
the country and having to fight for equal pay and hide her second pregnancy to avoid losing her job; to becoming the
director of the ACLU's Women's Rights Project and arguing momentous anti-sex discrimination cases before the U.S.
Supreme Court. All this, even before being nominated in 1993 to become the second woman on the Court, where her
crucial decisions and dissents are still making history. Intimately, personably told, this biography offers unprecedented
insight into a pioneering life and legal career whose profound mark on American jurisprudence, American society, and
our American character and spirit will reverberate deep into the twenty-first century and beyond. REVISED AND
UPDATED WITH A NEW AFTERWORD
A joyfully poetic board book that delivers an ode to African American girls and the beauty of their curls. Me Morning
Mirror Smile Shine big hair love This simple, playful, and beautiful board book stars four friends who celebrate the joy of
their hairstyles from bouncing curls to swinging braids.
Eleven-year-old Danny O'Neill has never been what you'd call adventurous. But when he wakes the morning after a
storm to find his house empty, his parents gone, and himself able to hear the thoughts of a dying tree, he has no choice
but to set out to find answers. He soon learns that the enigmatic Book of Storms holds the key to what he seeks . . . but
unraveling its mysteries won't be easy. If he wants to find his family, he'll have to face his worst fears and battle
terrifyingly powerful enemies, including the demonic Sammael himself.In the beautifully imagined landscape of Ruth
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Hatfield's The Book of Storms, magic seamlessly intertwines with the everyday, nothing is black and white, and Danny is
in a race against time to rescue everything he holds dear.
“Heart-breaking and heart-healing—The Book of Form and Emptiness is a triumph.” —Matt Haig, New York Times bestselling
author of The Midnight Library A brilliantly inventive novel about loss, growing up, and our relationship with things One year after
the death of his beloved musician father, thirteen-year-old Benny Oh begins to hear voices. The voices belong to the things in his
house—a sneaker, a broken Christmas ornament, a piece of wilted lettuce. Although Benny doesn't understand what these things
are saying, he can sense their emotional tone; some are pleasant, a gentle hum or coo, but others are snide, angry and full of
pain. When his mother, Annabelle, develops a hoarding problem, the voices grow more clamorous. At first, Benny tries to ignore
them, but soon the voices follow him outside the house, onto the street and at school, driving him at last to seek refuge in the
silence of a large public library, where objects are well-behaved and know to speak in whispers. There, Benny discovers a strange
new world. He falls in love with a mesmerizing street artist with a smug pet ferret, who uses the library as her performance space.
He meets a homeless philosopher-poet, who encourages him to ask important questions and find his own voice amongst the
many. And he meets his very own Book—a talking thing—who narrates Benny’s life and teaches him to listen to the things that truly
matter. With its blend of sympathetic characters, riveting plot, and vibrant engagement with everything from jazz, to climate
change, to our attachment to material possessions, The Book of Form and Emptiness is classic Ruth Ozeki—bold, wise, poignant,
playful, humane and heartbreaking.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Featured in the forthcoming documentary, RBG “The authors make this unassuming, most
studious woman come pulsing to life. . . . Notorious RBG may be a playful project, but it asks to be read seriously. . . . That I
responded so personally to it is a testimony to [its] storytelling and panache.”— Jennifer Senior, New York Times Supreme Court
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg never asked for fame—she has only tried to make the world a little better and a little freer. But nearly a
half-century into her career, something funny happened to the octogenarian: she won the internet. Across America, people who
weren’t even born when Ginsburg first made her name as a feminist pioneer are tattooing themselves with her face, setting her
famously searing dissents to music, and making viral videos in tribute. Notorious RBG, inspired by the Tumblr that amused the
Justice herself and brought to you by its founder and an award-winning feminist journalist, is more than just a love letter. It draws
on intimate access to Ginsburg's family members, close friends, colleagues, and clerks, as well an interview with the Justice
herself. An original hybrid of reported narrative, annotated dissents, rare archival photos and documents, and illustrations, the
book tells a never-before-told story of an unusual and transformative woman who transcends generational divides. As the country
struggles with the unfinished business of gender equality and civil rights, Ginsburg stands as a testament to how far we can come
with a little chutzpah.
Furiously Happy meets Elaine Lui in this truly original—and surprisingly hilarious—memoir about one woman’s journey to learn how
to walk after a debilitating diagnosis turned her life upside down. Learn How to Walk (Again) To-Do List: Step 1: Stand Step 2:
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Step Step 3: Pee (Yes!) Step 4: Walk with walker Step 5: Walk with sticks Step 6: Walk without props Recreational interlude for
sex Step 7: RUN! Ruth Marshall—power mom, wife, actor, and daughter—was in great health, until one day, her feet started to
tingle. She visited doctors and specialists for tests, but no one could figure out the cause of her symptoms. Was she imagining
those pesky tingles? She tried to brush it off, even as she tripped over curbs and stumbled into people. Clumsiness is charming,
right? But when Ruth suddenly couldn’t feel her legs at all, she knew something was terribly wrong. Her fears were confirmed by
an MRI revealing a rare tumour that had been quietly growing on her spine for more than a decade. Within days, surgery was
scheduled, and after the intense eight-hour ordeal, Ruth woke up to find her legs and feet had forgotten how to do...well,
everything. The question that burned in her mind was, “Will I ever walk again?” What Ruth thought would be three days in the
hospital turned into months of rehabilitation as she relearned not only how to walk, run, pee, and even have sex again, but how to
better appreciate everyone around her—including her devoted husband, her two young sons, her worried parents, her sisters, her
loving friends, and the caring staff at the rehab center who help her tackle her recovery head-on. Laugh-out-loud outrageous and
searingly honest, this is a memoir that not only entertains but inspires readers to put their best foot forward and walk off anything
life throws their way.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “A superb suspense writer…Brava, Ruth Ware. I daresay even Henry James would
be impressed.” —Maureen Corrigan, author of So We Read On “This appropriately twisty Turn of the Screw update finds the
Woman in Cabin 10 author in her most menacing mode, unfurling a shocking saga of murder and deception.” —Entertainment
Weekly From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Lying Game and The Death of Mrs. Westaway comes this thrilling
novel that explores the dark side of technology. When she stumbles across the ad, she’s looking for something else completely.
But it seems like too good an opportunity to miss—a live-in nannying post, with a staggeringly generous salary. And when Rowan
Caine arrives at Heatherbrae House, she is smitten—by the luxurious “smart” home fitted out with all modern conveniences, by the
beautiful Scottish Highlands, and by this picture-perfect family. What she doesn’t know is that she’s stepping into a
nightmare—one that will end with a child dead and herself in prison awaiting trial for murder. Writing to her lawyer from prison, she
struggles to explain the events that led to her incarceration. It wasn’t just the constant surveillance from the home’s cameras, or
the malfunctioning technology that woke the household with booming music, or turned the lights off at the worst possible time. It
wasn’t just the girls, who turned out to be a far cry from the immaculately behaved model children she met at her interview. It
wasn’t even the way she was left alone for weeks at a time, with no adults around apart from the enigmatic handyman. It was
everything. She knows she’s made mistakes. She admits that she lied to obtain the post, and that her behavior toward the
children wasn’t always ideal. She’s not innocent, by any means. But, she maintains, she’s not guilty—at least not of murder—but
somebody is. Full of spellbinding menace and told in Ruth Ware’s signature suspenseful style, The Turn of the Key is an
unputdownable thriller from the Agatha Christie of our time.
An instant New York Times bestseller “A haunting, harrowing testament to survival." — People Magazine “An addictive chronicle of
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a polygamist community.” — New York Magazine “Unforgettable” — Entertainment Weekly The thirty-ninth of her father’s forty-two
children, Ruth Wariner grew up in polygamist family on a farm in rural Mexico. In The Sound of Gravel, she offers an unforgettable
portrait of the violence that threatened her community, her family’s fierce sense of loyalty, and her own unshakeable belief in the
possibility of a better life. An intimate, gripping tale of triumph and courage, The Sound of Gravel is a heart-stopping true story.
Details the career of Supreme Court justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, including her work for gender equality, her time with the ACLU,
and her law career.
Katie and her friend Louise have magical adventures with a strange assortment of items they find in a locked drawer.
A cute, lovely book to read with a grandparent!
To become the first female Jewish Supreme Court Justice, the unsinkable Ruth Bader Ginsburg had to overcome countless
injustices. Growing up in Brooklyn in the 1930s and ’40s, Ginsburg was discouraged from working by her father, who thought a
woman’s place was in the home. Regardless, she went to Cornell University, where men outnumbered women four to one. There,
she met her husband, Martin Ginsburg, and found her calling as a lawyer. Despite discrimination against Jews, females, and
working mothers, Ginsburg went on to become Columbia Law School’s first tenured female professor, a judge for the US Court of
Appeals, and finally, a Supreme Court Justice. Structured as a court case in which the reader is presented with evidence of the
injustice that Ginsburg faced, Ruth Bader Ginsburg is the true story of how one of America’s most “notorious” women bravely
persevered to become the remarkable symbol of justice she is today.

In warm ocean water, a mother manatee gives birth to her single calf. So begins the life of a young manatee—one of the
most unusual-looking marine mammals on Earth! In this coming-of-age introduction to these fascinating animals, readers
will learn how a manatee calf drinks milk from its mother and learns to forage for ocean plants. Children will learn about
every aspect of a baby manatee’s daily life and habitat, including the great day when the young manatee is ready to
leave its mother and begin its adult life. The colorful interior spreads and gorgeous photos of manatee calves are sure to
delight emergent readers.
The I Know This to Be True series is a collection of extraordinary figures from diverse backgrounds answering the same
questions, as well as sharing their compelling stories, guiding ideals, and insightful wisdom. The inimitable Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, former associate justice of the US Supreme Court, embodied the power of persistence and integrity.
Throughout her legal career, spanning nearly five decades, she was an unwavering force for progress and a leading
voice for equality and justice. Here, she reflects on her many years of service to the law, as well as her family life and
struggle with cancer. With disarming honesty, Ginsburg discusses everything from gender equality and fitness to
literature and the importance of hard work. Strong, hopeful and wise, this empowering book for women and teen girls
stands as a guide for budding feminists and those who fight for justice around the world. Inspired by Nelson Mandela's
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legacy and created in collaboration with the Nelson Mandela Foundation, I Know This to Be True is a global series of
empowering books created to spark a new generation of leaders. This series offers encouragement and guidance to
graduates, future leaders, and anyone hoping to make a positive impact on the world. • Other luminaries interviewed in
the I Know This to Be True series include: Nelson Mandela, Brian Stevenson, Gloria Steinem, Greta Thunberg, Stephen
Curry, Rene Redzepi, and Simone Biles. • Royalties from sales of the series support the free distribution of material from
the series to the world's developing economy countries.
This collection of biographies of brave and brilliant Jewish female role models--selected in collaboration with Ruth Bader
Ginsburg and including an introduction written by the iconic Supreme Court justice herself-- provides young people with a
roster of inspirational role models, all of whom are Jewish women, who will appeal not only to young people but to people
of all ages, and all faiths. The fascinating lives detailed in this collection--more than thirty exemplary female role
models--were chosen by Ruth Bader Ginsburg, or RBG, as she was lovingly known to her many admirers. Working with
her friend, journalist Nadine Epstein, RBG selected these trailblazers, all of whom are women and Jewish, who chose not
to settle for the rules and beliefs of their time. They did not accept what the world told them they should be. Like RBG,
they dreamed big, worked hard, and forged their own paths to become who they deserved to be. Future generations will
benefit from each and every one of the courageous actions and triumphs of the women profiled here. Real Wonder
Women, the passion project of Justice Ginsburg in the last year of her life, will inspire readers to think about who they
want to become and to make it happen, just like RBG.
“Destined to become one of the classics of the genre” (Newsweek), the riveting, unforgettable story of a girl whose
indomitable spirit is tested by homelessness, poverty, and racism in an unequal America—from Pulitzer Prize-winning
journalist Andrea Elliott of The New York Times Invisible Child follows eight dramatic years in the life of a girl whose
imagination is as soaring as the skyscrapers near her Brooklyn shelter. Dasani was named after the bottled water that
signaled Brooklyn’s gentrification and the shared aspirations of a divided city. In this sweeping narrative, Elliott weaves
the story of Dasani’s childhood with the history of her family, tracing the passage of their ancestors from slavery to the
Great Migration north. As Dasani comes of age, the homeless crisis in New York City has exploded amid the deepening
chasm between rich and poor. Dasani must guide her siblings through a city riddled by hunger, violence, drug addiction,
homelessness, and the monitoring of child protection services. Out on the street, Dasani becomes a fierce fighter to
protect the ones she loves. When she finally escapes city life to enroll in a boarding school, she faces an impossible
question: What if leaving poverty means abandoning your family, and yourself? By turns heartbreaking and inspiring,
Invisible Child tells an astonishing story about the power of resilience, the importance of family, and the cost of inequality.
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Based on nearly a decade of reporting, Invisible Child illuminates some of the most critical issues in contemporary
America through the life of one remarkable girl.
In Eye Of The Beholder, Mary Larson left Maine for a new life in Nebraska, a new life that almost ended at the train
station if not for Dave Larson. Six years later in To Have And To Hold, Mary's journey continues. All her dreams for
marriage and children have come true, and she couldn't be happier, until a fateful accident erases her memory... Now
she has to adjust to life as the wife of Dave Larson and mother to Isaac and Rachel. When news of her father’s
impending death comes from Maine, Dave suggests they travel to her hometown in an effort to help her recover her
memories. In Maine, Mary will come face to face with the family she left behind. Will her love for Dave be enough to
overcome the unpleasant aspects of her past, or will past insecurities keep her from regaining her former happiness? To
Have And To Hold is Dave and Mary Larson's second romance. Their first is Eye Of The Beholder.
Ruth Bader Ginsburg is a trailblazer. A fighter. And a public servant who has dedicated her life to the pursuit of equality.
When Ruth was a young girl, her mother encouraged her to read, be independent, and stand up for what she thought
was right. Ruth graduated first in her class at Cornell University and tied for top of her graduating class at Columbia Law
School. But she faced prejudice as both a woman and a Jew, making it difficult to get a job. Ruth eventually found work
as a law clerk, and her determination, diligence, and skill led to a distinguished career as a lawyer. In 1993, she became
the second woman ever appointed to the United States Supreme Court. As a Supreme Court justice, Ruth has inspired
fierce admiration and faced fervent opposition for her judgments in high-profile cases, many of which have involved
discrimination. She has been lauded for her sharp wit and boldness, even when her opinions differ from that of the
majority. As a student, teacher, lawyer, and judge, Ruth often experienced unfair treatment. But she persisted, becoming
a cultural icon, championing equality in pay and opportunity. Her brilliant mind, compelling arguments, and staunch
commitment to truth and justice have convinced many to stand with her, and her fight continues to this day. This
installment of the award-winning Big Words series brings a legendary figure into focus with Doreen Rappaport's incisive
prose combined with Ruth's own words. Eric Velasquez's dynamic illustrations infuse every scene with life in a moving
tribute that will inspire young justice seekers everywhere.
If you can see it, you can be it! Introduce your child to your role models with this series of inspirational board books. It's
never too early to introduce your child to the people you admire! This board book distills Ruth Bader Ginsburg's excellent
qualities into deliciously illustrated little baby-sized bites, with text designed to share and read aloud. Each spread
highlights an important trait, and is enhanced by a quote from RBG herself. Kids will grow up hearing the words of this
influential woman and will learn what YOU value in a person! The I LOOK UP TO . . . series aims to shine a spotlight on
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women making a difference in the world today, and to encourage young kids to follow in their footsteps!
Big, brainy science for the littlest listeners. Accurate enough to satisfy an expert, yet simple enough for baby, this clever
board book explores the ups and downs of gravity. When baby drops food from a high chair, why does it fall? Beautiful,
visually stimulating illustrations complement age-appropriate language to encourage baby's sense of wonder. Parents
and caregivers may learn a thing or two, as well!
In her own words, Ruth Bader Ginsburg offers an intimate look at her life and career, through an extraordinary series of
conversations with the head of the National Constitution Center. This remarkable book presents a unique portrait of
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, drawing on more than twenty years of conversations with Jeffrey Rosen, starting in the
1990s and continuing through the Trump era. Rosen, a veteran legal journalist, scholar, and president of the National
Constitution Center, shares with us the justice’s observations on a variety of topics, and her intellect, compassion, sense
of humor, and humanity shine through. The affection they have for each other as friends is apparent in their banter and in
their shared love for the Constitution—and for opera. In Conversations with RBG, Justice Ginsburg discusses the future of
Roe v. Wade, her favorite dissents, the cases she would most like to see overruled, the #MeToo movement, how to be a
good listener, how to lead a productive and compassionate life, and of course the future of the Supreme Court itself.
These frank exchanges illuminate the steely determination, self-mastery, and wit that have inspired Americans of all ages
to embrace the woman known to all as “Notorious RBG.” Whatever the topic, Justice Ginsburg always has something
interesting—and often surprising—to say. And while few of us will ever have the opportunity to chat with her face-to-face,
Jeffrey Rosen brings us by her side as never before. Conversations with RBG is a deeply felt portrait of an American
hero.
Discover the life of Ruth Bader Ginsburg--a story about fighting for what's right Ruth Bader Ginsburg became the second woman
ever to serve as a judge on the Supreme Court of the United States. Before she fought for equal rights and made history, Ruth
was a curious kid who loved to read about strong women who were making important changes. You can get inspired, too, with this
unique standout among Ruth Bader Ginsburg children's books. In school, Ruth wished girls could have as many opportunities as
boys. She soon learned that by studying and working hard, she could change her life--and the world. Of all the Ruth Bader
Ginsburg children's books, this one really lets you explore how she went from a Jewish girl during World War II to one of the most
celebrated leaders in America. All Ruth Bader Ginsburg children's books should include: Helpful glossary--Find definitions for the
more advanced words and ideas in the book. Visual timeline--Unlike many other Ruth Bader Ginsburg children's books, this one
includes a timeline so you can see her amazing progress. Lasting change--Learn about how Ruth has made the world a better
place for future generations and you! If you've been curious about Ruth Bader Ginsburg children's books, look no further--this one
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has you covered.
A simple yet informative biography of Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
"The first book from Ruth Bader Ginsburg since becoming a Supreme Court Justice in 1993--a ... collection of writings and
speeches from the woman who has had [an] ... influence on law, women's rights, and popular culture"-I Look Up To... Ruth Bader GinsburgRandom House Books for Young Readers
In 1960s New York, fifth-grader Ruthie, a Cuban-Jewish immigrant, must rely on books, art, her family, and friends in her
multicultural neighborhood when an accident puts her in a body cast.
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